Watch Out
By: Seyon S, Sarah W, Harini A, Sakthi K and Derek Y

Our Goal:
Our goal is to make sure kids aren’t bored during quarantine. Being isolated means that you can’t meet your friends
and are stuck at home talking to your family, which gets pretty boring at one point, not that they’re annoying or
anything. It’s just fun communicating with different people. So we hope that through “Watch Out”, we could make
people less bored.

https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/697565429777975850/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Family_Guy_characters

https://www.istockphoto.com/vector/global-development-worldwide-glob
alization-business-vision-concept-couple-of-gm1221146028-357827028

What is our game about?
We decided to create a “virtual laser tag” game. It’s a multiplayer game which takes the idea of laser tag and makes it
virtual, since we can’t go out anymore. There are 2 teams that try to hit each other with virtual lasers to earn points for
their team. The team with the most points wins. You can unlock cooler skins, play on different maps and gain more
points and higher scores to get further up the leaderboard! The more points/people you hit with your laser, the higher
up you’ll go. Reaching the leaderboards also has special perks, such as unlocking cooler and more rare skins, boosts in
the game, etc. That’s pretty much the main idea of what we’re doing.

Options For The Positioning Board:
Option #1

These are the options for the
positioning boards. The ﬁrst one
shows the the names and their
scores in one row from highest
(score) to least (score). The
second option shows your place
number and how many points
you needed to surpass the player
in front of you.

Option #2

Logo #1

Options For Our Logo
Logo #4

Logo #2

Logo #3

Our Responses:
We sent out 2 surveys to our class to ﬁll out. One
was for our logo, another was for the “positioning
board” for our game. The results we got are on the
right.

We got 23 responses for our logo form and 14
responses for the position board.

Top Rankers

Selected Board
We ended up taking some
suggestions and combining the 2
boards together, to create a more
useful system. Since all the people
who ﬁlled out the form chose option
A, that was what our team decided to
go with.

1.

epicgamer

Score:16,983

2.

nousernamesravailable

Score:14,562

3.

CoolGuy123

Score:10,428

4.

SadGuy:(

Score: 9,052

5.

ReportCardsrUsless1700

Score: 9,008

6.

TeamTrees2020

Score: 8,742

7.

taco_tuesday26

Score: 8,542

8.

ImBored1578

Score: 8,420

9.

𝓣𝑜𝕋ÃĹLＹＡⒽⓤ𝔪คᑎ

Score: 7,523

10.

WhyAmInotFirst

Score: 7,382

Personal Ranking
79.

radDAD

Score: 1,853

Selected Logo
We ended up going with this logo, as it was the one
that was selected by most people. Out of 23 people,
8 chose this logo, (logo 4), 7 chose logo 3, 6 people
chose logo 1 and 2 people chose logo 2. Now that
we’ve selected a logo, we can add it to all our
prototypes, game screens, etc.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our data has concluded that Logo 4 is the most effective of the 4 logo prototypes and that Positioning
Board 1 is the most effective of the 2 positioning board prototypes. We surveyed 4 logos and 2 positioning boards that
we thought were amazing.
Moving forward our group will use Logo 4 and Positioning Board 1 as they were preferred over the rest.
Thank you to the people that ﬁlled in our surveys. It is greatly appreciated.
Any questions?

